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Deliverables

Documents, reports (9)

Report on operational and economic assessment
Analysis of the economic and logistics impact for transport operators (This document is accessible to Advisory Board members too.)

Advanced flight control concepts for the PrandtlPlane to increase safety and passenger comfort
Exploration of the potential for advanced flight control concepts (e.g.: direct lift control and direct side-force control) and evaluation of possible expansion of the flight envelope

Aircraft performance analysis and mission profile optimization
Definition of optimum mission profiles for PrPs whilst taking into account actual constraints (air traffic control, block time, etc.)

Report on socio-economic scenarios and expectations
Forecasting of air passenger demand for identifying the relevant and deriving future demand prognostics (This document is accessible to Advisory Board members too)

Preliminary design of the reference PrandtlPlane
Conceptual design of the PrP configuration, including a preliminary analysis of system integration

Requirements for the adoption of the PrandtlPlane as mean of transport
Definition of Top Level Aircraft Requirements according to the identified reference Air Transport System (This document is accessible to Advisory Board members too)

Aerodynamic and acoustic analysis of the baseline PrandtlPlane
Aerodynamic analysis of the reference PrP in cruise, low-speed conditions (including acoustics), longitudinal stability and control surface effectiveness.

Feasibility study on the use of very large bypass ratio turbofan engines for the PrandtlPlane
Feasibility study on the use of very large bypass ratio turbofan engines for the PrandtlPlane (TUD, M30)

PrandtlPlane performance analysis and scaling procedures
Performance analysis from both Aircraft and the Air Transport System perspectives and definition of criteria for the performance prediction the of different size PrP
Websites, patent filings, videos etc. (1)

Project Website
Project website which will be used both for dissemination purposes and to provide partners with any time access to project documents. This will be made possible including a reserved area to the area.
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